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    DRIVE ASSURE, DRIVE JETOUR

                        Warranty and Service                        
        Jetour offers an unmatched 10 Years / 1 Million KM Warranty coupled with a 3-year service contract ensuring worry-free journeys.
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                            Get the feel of a high-performance drive and unique technology.
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                            Explore our hassle-free financing options, tailored to meet your needs. 
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                            Discover the Best Deals on Jetour SUVs.
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                        Lastest Blogs & Events                        
        Keep up to date with all the latest blogs
 and stories from Jetour.
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            WELCOME TO JETOUR UAE
The Elite Cars is the exclusive official dealer of the Jetour brand in the UAE.


Jetourâ€™s level of standard and excellence is mirrored by The Elite Carsâ€™ leading reputation for trustworthiness, reliability, first-class service, and class leading products. Experience affordable luxury like never before.

About Us



About Jetour


Jetour is part of a globalized automobile group based in China with over 20 years of formidable experience in automotive engineering. The association boasts an array of self-owned and joint-venture brands with its independent subsidiaries focusing on particular brands of vehicle segments in the market, such as JETOUR and Karry. The group made their mark in the business in terms of evolving the technological aspect of their marques.
Jetour is the latest product of their two-decade commitment to build a brand that will stand out in the automotive industry with the intention to diversify its business to become a world-class brand, focusing on creating the best Chinese SUV models.
It is a notable brand whose name is derived from the words â€˜â€™Jetâ€� + â€œTourâ€� which means convenient + travel, translated in the Mandarin language. JETOUR reflects the groupâ€™s vision to manufacture the best SUV models that provide convenient journey to the passengers. Specifically designed to be stylish, unique, intelligent, spacious, and multi-functional, it is now ready to be seen and driven. JETOUR is created for those who desire modern technology, comfort, adventure, and affordable luxury.
JETOUR is committed to creating the best Chinese luxury SUVs.



About The Elite Cars


The Elite Cars proudly specializes in every segment of the Automotive market â€“ encompassing showrooms, spare parts, and service centres.

With headquarters located in Dubai, UAE, our businesses are strategically located across the region.

Our mission is to be the leading brand across the UAEâ€™s automotive market while continuously expanding our reach globally.

The remarkable quality of our products, world-class customer support, competitive market prices and excellent car customization services, are the key factors that set us apart from the competition, allowing us to offer unmatched services to our valued customers.

Over the years, we have built a reputation and have established strong partnerships with various manufacturers, global automotive experts and international brands.
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    Visit Us

                        Our Locations                        
        Paragraph Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s.
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        Should you have any question or feedback, we are here to help. Please feel free to contact us
    
                        
        
            Make an Enquiry
        
    
                    
        



    

Follows Us

Visit our social channels for the latest updates, 
news and events.
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